Dictation

A powerful tool for all
Connecting teams and offices
Philips SpeechExec Enterprise is a perfect fit for customers preferring
a tailor-made dictation workflow solution. It is ideal for companies
with several office locations and a medium to large user base.
The dictation management software features central administration,
allowing IT managers to be in full control of the entire dictation
workflow at all times. They can install SpeechExec Enterprise through
silent setup and then administer and help users remotely, reducing
the need for local support. Even Philips dictation hardware and the
Philips Voice Recorder app can be remotely administrated with the
optional Remote Device Manager module.
Authors have various choices to dictate. They can stay with their
familiar digital voice recorders, record with the Philips Voice Recorder
app on their smartphone or even use third party devices. On demand
speech recognition for general vocabularly and transcription service
for even complex recordings, add additional flexibility to the solution
and reduce turnaround times.
Assistants see all assigned dictations at a glance and can simply
start typing by connecting a foot control and headset to the PC. If
authors use speech recognition, only corrections need to be done
and documents can be sent back almost immediately.
Philips SpeechExec Enterprise is customizable to your specific
needs, supports state-of-the-art technologies (e.g. Citrix, Windows
Terminal Services, VMware) and can be connected to your HIS/DMS
solution via an interface. SpeechExec Enterprise evolves with you
when your requirements change, so you are geared for the future.
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Solution components

Why choose
SpeechExec Enterprise?

		and benefits
Standard modules

Your tailored

workflow solution

Enjoy location independent working from any computer, e.g.
when working from home or a during business trip. Web access
allows you to be independent from your office equipment and
local software installations. You can upload dictations from voice
recorders and transcribe them using a Philips foot control. Access
can easily be granted to external employees if needed.

Manage user settings, job information settings, licenses
centrally and use Microsoft’s Active Directory services to simplify
administration.

SpeechExec Licence Server for IT administrators
Philips PocketMemo

Philips SpeechMike

Third party
device

transcriptionists and IT administrators.

terminal services, WTS and MS Active Directory.

All-in-one solution

Central administration

Combines hardware, software, apps,

Software and hardware configuration, setup

additional modules and services in one secure

and maintenance are managed through your

and stable install.

IT administrator.

Modular structure

Third party application interfaces

Workflow Manager for IT administrators

Customizable system based on your current

Multiple integration options with digital

Set up work workflow automation for moving, copying, and deleting
dictation files, Notifications for pending work ensure that dictations
are reliably processed.

and possible future needs to perfectly suit your

document management and hospital

organization and setup.

information systems.

Support from the #1

Cost effective investment

We are the #1 in professional dictation for the

Concurrent user licensing saves costs and

last 60 years and train a world-wide network

dictations can be created without additional

of certified partners for project management,

hardware from smartphones or any existing

implementation, training and support.

voice recorders.

Always up-to-date

Flexible and secure setup

Latest software updates and support guaranteed

Install SpeechExec Enterprise on premise

through transparent maintenance contracts.

or in your private cloud data center.

Resource management

Speech Recognition

Transparent and projectable workload

Speech recognition can be added easily

management saves time and frees up capacities.

and cost efficiently any time.

Dictate and send dictations securely from your smartphone to your work list
in SpeechExec Enterprise. Use speech recognition to turn recordings into text
immediately and check the status of your dictations directly on your phone.

SpeechExec Enterprise Manager for IT administrators

Philips Voice recorder app
for smartphones
or Philips SpeechAir

Guaranteed long-term support of Citrix, virtual

Mobile Service for authors

View your assigned dictations in your personal worklist. See
additional information added by the author, such as priority, patient
or client number. Start transcribing the requested documents and
return them when you are ready. In case of speech recognition
usage, finalize and format the document.

Desktop dictation
File transfer via
connection to computer

Current technology

Easy to use solution for authors,

Record your voice with your Philips PocketMemo or SpeechMike
microphone and send it to the dictation software. Tag your dictation
with additional information, such as priority, confidential settings,
preferred transcriptionist, index markers, document type data (e.g.
patient or case number). View your dictations and their progress in
your personal worklist.

SpeechExec Enterprise Web Access
for authors and transcriptionists
Mobile dictation
File transfer over Wi-Fi or via
connection to computer

Intuitive use

SpeechExec Enterprise Dictate for authors

SpeechExec Enterprise Transcribe for transcriptionists

SpeechExec Enterprise brings it all together
and lets you choose how to dictate.

Additional modules

Manage licencing centrally and benefit from a concurrent licensing
model, which makes the solution very cost effective.

Statistics Module for IT administrators
Receive comprehensive statistics on dictations processed, transcription turnaround
and job status to analyze and optimize workload and document workflow. Reports
can be easily exported.

Remote Device Manager for IT administrators
Easily manage company wide user settings, firmware updates, and backup and
restore operations of all Philips dictation hardware and Philips voice recorder
apps in one place. Set up new devices remotely in no time.

Philips Speech Recognition Service powered by SpeechLive
Initiate speech recognition directly from the Philips voice recorder app, through
web access or on your PC and instantly receive a transcribed document. This
pay-as-you-go service supports general terminology and is ideal for those who
don‘t work with speech recognition daily.

Nuance Speech Recognition Interface
Use Nuance Dragon Professional, Legal or Medical with your SpeechExec
Enterprise solution and benefit from even higher accuracy thanks to industryspecific terminology. You can also add your own vocabulary to the solution.
Front-end, back-end and server-based speech recognition are supported.

Join over 100,000 highly satisfied
SpeechExec Enterprise users worldwide.

